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Summary

**Objectives:** Interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs) have been linked to memory impairment, but the spatial and temporal dynamics of this relationship remain elusive. In the present study, we aim to systematically characterize the brain areas and times at which IEDs affect memory.

**Methods:** Eighty epilepsy patients participated in a delayed free recall task while undergoing intracranial EEG monitoring. We analyzed the locations and timing of IEDs relative to the behavioral data in order to measure their effects on memory.

**Results:** Overall IED rates did not correlate with task performance across subjects (r = 0.03, p = 0.8). However, at a finer temporal scale, within-subject memory was negatively affected by IEDs during the encoding and recall periods of the task but not during the rest and distractor periods (p < 0.01, p < 0.001, p = 0.3, and p = 0.8 respectively). The effects of IEDs during encoding and recall were stronger in the left hemisphere than in the right (p < 0.05). Out of six brain areas analyzed, IEDs in the inferior temporal, medial temporal, and parietal areas significantly affected memory (false discovery rate < 0.05).

**Significance:** These findings reveal a network of brain areas sensitive to IEDs with key nodes in temporal as well as parietal lobes. They also demonstrate the time-dependent effects of IEDs in this network on memory.

**Keywords:** Interictal Spikes, Memory, Electrocnrticography, Epilepsy, Brain Mapping

**Key Point Box:**

- IEDs impaired recall memory in multiple brain areas, including inferior, medial temporal, and parietal ones
- The timing of IEDs modulated their impact on memory
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- The patterns in the effect of IEDs reflected the timing and location of memory processes

Introduction

In 1984, Aarts et al. showed that focal and generalized epileptiform discharges observed in scalp EEG were associated with transient impairment in spatial and word sequence memory tasks. More recently, interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs) in intracranial recordings have been linked to reduced memory performance. Specifically, Krauss et al. demonstrated performance decreases in six of eight patients in a recognition working memory task during trials with medial temporal IEDs. In a study of ten patients, Kleen et al. found that hippocampal IEDs impaired performance in a Sternberg working memory experiment if they occurred during the maintenance or recognition stage of the task. They concluded that IEDs may cause impairment only if they occur in certain locations and when relevant cognitive processes take place. Others hypothesize that these results may reflect disruption of a larger, distributed memory network. However, both past intracranial and scalp EEG studies have provided limited spatial resolution to address these questions. They either focused on a few brain areas or only distinguished between hemispheres, leaving spatial patterns in the effect of IEDs on memory to be determined. Meanwhile, intracranial studies of changes in spectral power have highlighted widespread, time-dependent cortical networks supporting human memory.

A major goal of the present study was to map the places and times at which IEDs disrupt memory as a step toward potential therapies and to gain insight into the relevant cognitive processes. Memory impairment is a common complaint among epilepsy patients and a well-documented deficit. While the etiology of memory loss is likely multifactorial, IEDs have
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been proposed as one factor and as potential targets for treatment.\textsuperscript{14} Knowing when and where IEDs are most likely to disrupt memory would be an important step toward the development of interventions.

We hypothesized that IEDs would have the strongest effects during active memory use and in brain areas that support episodic memory. Studies of scalp EEG have found IEDs to be disruptive during memory encoding\textsuperscript{1}. Meanwhile, studies of intracranial EEG have found hippocampal IEDs to be disruptive during memory retrieval\textsuperscript{3}. We aimed to study such patterns using a single measurement modality.

Materials and Methods

Subjects: 80 patients with intractable epilepsy participated in the study while undergoing intracranial EEG monitoring (36 male, 44 female; 63 right-handed, 11 left-handed, 6 ambidextrous; ages 19-58, median age 34). Only patients with Full Scale IQ estimates of 70 or above were considered for the study. Figure 3 depicts the combined electrode coverage from all patients. Individual patients had between 14 and 181 artifact free channels each (median 102).

The data were collected as part of the Restoring Active Memory project, funded by DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency), coordinated by researchers at the University of Pennsylvania, and including sites at the Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Emory University Hospital, Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Mayo Clinic, Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Columbia University Medical Center, Washington University Medical Center, and National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke. Electrodes were placed based on clinical needs determined
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by patient care teams at the respective institutions. All patients gave informed consent to participate in the study, which was approved by the institutional review boards at each hospital.

Neuropsychological Data: We included neuropsychological scores in the study as baseline data for the effect of IED rates. 47 patients had Full Scale IQ scores from either version III or IV of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale test. The California Verbal Learning Test was administered to 26 subjects. Measures from the test included Short- and Long-Delay Free Recall.

Intracranial EEG Data: Intracranial recordings were sampled at rates ranging from 500 to 2000 Hz (Natus Medical Inc., Nihon Kohden Inc., Grass Technologies Corp.). In order to eliminate non-physiological artifacts such as those due to electrode impedance, we excluded recording channels for which the standard deviation of the raw signal was greater than twice the median value across channels. We validated this criteria with respect to manually-marked channels as described in the Supplementary Material. Afterward, we re-referenced the data to an average referential montage excluding the artifactual channels. We resampled all data to 200 Hz and notch filtered for line noise before further processing.\textsuperscript{15,16}

Electrode Localization: Intracranial electrodes were localized using a combination of automated labeling and expert annotation. For localizing depth electrodes implanted in the medial temporal lobe, subregions were segmented in high-resolution T2-weighted pre-implant MRI using the Automatic Segmentation of Hippocampal Subfields (ASHS) multi-atlas segmentation method.\textsuperscript{17} For localizing subdural electrodes to cortical regions, Freesurfer\textsuperscript{18} was used to extract the cortical
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surface in pre-implant T1-weighted whole brain MRI. A neuroradiologist identified each
electrode contact based on a post-implant CT scan. MRI and CT scans were then co-registered
using Advanced Normalization Tools.\textsuperscript{19} An additional step was performed for subdural
electrodes to account for possible brain shift due to surgery.\textsuperscript{20} The neuroradiologist visually
confirmed the output of the automated pipeline and added additional detail on localization within
the subregions. For visualization purposes, electrode coordinates were also transformed to a
common space by registering individual CT scans with an average MRI and projecting the
electrodes to the average brain surface.

\textbf{Task}: We chose a delayed free recall task for our study because it entails associative processing
crucial to episodic memory\textsuperscript{21} and is a more clinically relevant task than the recognition memory
paradigms that have been the focus of previous IED studies.\textsuperscript{2,3} The task design was similar to
those used in other studies.\textsuperscript{9,15} It consisted of the four parts illustrated in Fig. 1 (A). The
experiment presented 12 words per trial and up to 25 word lists per session. If a subject recalled
no words on three consecutive trials or showed signs of tiring, the experimenter discontinued the
session midway. On average, 1.9 sessions were administered per subject. In total, our study
included over 45,000 word presentations from 3,830 trials. Average recall ranged between 0.4
and 7.5 words per list (median 3.4 words).

\textbf{Spike Detection}: Human annotations of IEDs in intracranial EEG exhibit significant inter-rater
variability.\textsuperscript{22,23} To avoid potential inconsistencies in human review while marking a large amount
of data, we chose to use an automated IED detector after validating it relative to multiple
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clinicians.\textsuperscript{24} Fig. 1 (B) shows an example IED detection. Intracranial recordings eliminate some of the issues and artifacts that can make automated detection difficult for scalp EEG.

Our automated detector used template-matching based on a previously published and validated method.\textsuperscript{16} Recently, template-matching spike detection has been used more routinely for research.\textsuperscript{25} The original algorithm was modified based on observations from a dataset of hippocampal recordings and then validated on two independent datasets, each annotated by three neurophysiologists.\textsuperscript{24} Furthermore, the detector performed with a similar receiver operating characteristic to that of another published detector.\textsuperscript{23} In the present dataset, we excluded 10 electrodes across 5 subjects in which the detector mistakenly marked sharp time-locked signals. The Supplementary Material contains further details about the exclusion of these time-locked events.

Statistical Analysis: Code written in MATLAB (R2014b, The MathWorks Inc.) was used for all analyses.

We investigated whether overall free recall performance and average IED rates correlated with neuropsychological test scores across subjects as a baseline for the later analyses. The IED rate for each subject corresponded to the average rate across electrodes from all experiment sessions. We performed pairwise tests using Spearman's rho.

We next tested whether IEDs have an impact on memory when their timing is taken into account. We evaluated whether the fraction of words recalled for each word list was significantly related to IED rates, averaged across channels, during the four corresponding periods of the experiment (rest, encoding, distractor, recall) using a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM).
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The model consisted of fixed effects for the IED rates per minute during the four periods and random effects by subject (both slopes and intercepts). The response variable was the fraction of words recalled in each trial, corresponding to a binomial distribution with 12 trials. Thus, a logit link function was used. The model was fit with MATLAB's fitglme function using maximum pseudo likelihood. Effect sizes are reported as odds ratios (OR) for unit increases in IED rate. Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were obtained from exponentiating the regression coefficients and confidence intervals.

We analyzed IEDs during the encoding and recall periods further to test for interactions between them and for lateralization effects. To determine whether joint increases in IED rates during encoding and recall augment or reduce their impact, we fit a GLMM with fixed effects for IED rates during encoding and recall and their interaction. As before and in all subsequent analyses, the model included random effects by subject for all predictor terms. To assess effects of laterality, we fit a GLMM with fixed effects for IED rates in the left and right hemispheres during encoding and recall as well as interaction terms between encoding and recall for both hemispheres and between left and right for both periods. 54 subjects had electrode coverage of both hemispheres. We assessed significant differences in the effect of IEDs between hemispheres using Wald F-tests (MATLAB's coefTest) with the null hypothesis that the coefficients for the two sides were equal. Two contrasts were performed: one for encoding and one for recall. Tests of individual regression coefficients had the false discovery rate controlled at 0.05 with the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure.

We studied spatial patterns in the effect of IEDs on memory on a word-by-word basis. For the encoding periods, we gave each word presentation two binary labels. One indicated
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whether one or more IEDs occurred in a given brain region during the corresponding 1.6 second time window. The other indicated whether the word was subsequently recalled or forgotten. For the recall periods, we created 1 second windows just prior to valid vocalizations and matched them to surrogate windows at similar delays in other trials, which were at least 3 seconds away from any vocalizations as in previously published work. The surrogate windows provided a baseline of non-recall IED prevalence.

The spatial analysis assessed the effects of IEDs in six brain areas using one GLMM for encoding and one for recall. The areas were defined as follows with neocortical labels drawn from the Desikan-Killiany atlas.

- **Parietal lobe**: precuneus, superior parietal gyrus, inferior parietal gyrus, supramarginal gyrus, postcentral gyrus
- **Superolateral temporal cortex**: transverse temporal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, banks of the superior temporal sulcus, middle temporal gyrus
- **Inferior temporal cortex**: inferior temporal gyrus, fusiform gyrus
- **Medial temporal lobe**: perirhinal cortex, entorhinal cortex, parahippocampus, hippocampus, amygdala
- **Precentral gyrus**: precentral gyrus, paracentral gyrus
- **Prefrontal cortex**: superior frontal gyrus, middle frontal gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus, lateral orbitofrontal gyrus, medial orbitofrontal gyrus, frontal pole

The occipital lobe and cingulate were not included because of sparse coverage relative to the other areas. 28 subjects had coverage of all six regions of interest, which was necessary for a multiple regression. The GLMM had fixed effects for each area, which reflected whether an IED
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occurred on a given trial, and random effects for subjects. The response variable was binary: word recalled or not. We controlled the false discovery rate of the coefficient significance tests at 0.05 with the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure.28

A second spatial analysis tested whether IEDs were more or less impactful when they occurred in electrodes overlying epileptogenic cortex. Such electrodes were identified by clinicians when reviewing recordings of seizures. Seizure onset localization notes were available for 60 of the subjects. The GLMM for this analysis had a binary predictor to indicate whether IEDs occurred in any electrode and an interaction term to capture whether or not any of these IEDs occurred in epileptogenic cortex.

Results

We found that free recall correlated significantly with Full Scale IQ (Spearman's $r_{45} = 0.58$, $p < 0.001$) and Short- and Long-Delay Free Recall from the California Verbal Learning Test ($r_{24} = 0.45$, $p = 0.02$ and $r_{24} = 0.47$, $p = 0.01$ respectively). These high correlations indicate that the free recall task relates closely to clinical measures of memory, including Long-Delay Free recall, which assesses longer-term memory: typically recall after 20-30 minutes. Meanwhile, average IED rates did not correlate significantly with free recall ($r_{78} = 0.03$, $p = 0.8$), Full Scale IQ ($r_{45} = 0.21$, $p = 0.1$), Short-Delay Free Recall ($r_{24} = 0.18$, $p = 0.4$), or Long-Delay Free Recall ($r_{24} = -0.16$, $p = 0.4$ respectively). That is, average IED rates alone did not explain differences in memory performance.

Increases in IED rates during the encoding and recall periods reduced recall performance (OR $0.87$, CI $0.80–0.95$ and OR $0.87$, CI $0.82–0.93$ respectively) while increases during the rest
and distractor periods did not (OR 1.02, CI 0.98–1.0 and OR 1.01, CI 0.93–1.09 respectively).

Fig. 2 (A) depicts these results. The negative finding for the rest and distractor periods suggest that IEDs have a transient impact on recall, only disrupting memory processes ongoing during the discharge. IEDs in the encoding and recall periods had an antagonistic interaction effect (OR 1.08, CI 1.03–1.12). That is, elevated IED rates in one of the periods lessens the impact of elevated rates in the other.

IEDs in the left hemisphere had a greater impact on memory than IEDs in the right hemisphere during both encoding (OR 0.73 vs. 0.91, p = 0.04, CI 0.63–0.86 vs. 0.79–1.04) and recall (OR 0.82 vs. 0.99, p = 0.02, CI 0.73–0.91 vs. 0.89–1.11). Fig. 2 (B) illustrates the different odds ratios. The interaction terms between hemispheres were not significant, meaning simultaneous increases in IED rates in both hemispheres did not have an effect significantly different from the combination of the individual effects of left and right hemisphere IED rates.

An antagonistic interaction was observed between IED rates from encoding and recall in the left hemisphere (OR 1.16, CI 1.09–1.23) though not the right (OR 1.01, CI 0.97–1.02).

During encoding, IEDs in the parietal and inferior temporal cortex predicted impaired memory on a word-by-word basis. During recall, IEDs in the parietal, inferior temporal, and medial temporal areas predicted impaired memory on a word-by-word basis. Table 1 summarizes the results and Fig. 3 highlights electrodes in the significant brain areas. Also, if IEDs occurred in epileptogenic cortex they had a greater impact on memory, which was significant during encoding (OR 0.88, CI 0.78–0.98) though not recall (OR 0.90, CI 0.75–1.09).

Discussion
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Our findings associate IEDs and impaired memory in a free recall task. Furthermore, the results show that this association depends on the timing and location of the IEDs. The patterns in the effect suggest a connection to underlying cognitive processes. IEDs only significantly reduced performance during the encoding and recall periods of the task, i.e. when memory processes were active. Furthermore, this effect was significantly stronger for left-hemisphere IEDs than right-hemisphere ones, paralleling the left dominance of language.

The spatial results also parallel cognitive processes as mapped with fMRI. The effect of IEDs in parietal and inferior temporal areas during encoding match fMRI studies of episodic memory encoding \(^{29-31}\) as well as language \(^{32}\). Similarly, the significant results for parietal, inferior temporal, and medial temporal areas during recall are consistent with existing fMRI results \(^{30,33}\). One notable difference between the IED and imaging findings is the non-significant prefrontal result for IEDs. Prefrontal areas were frequently identified as significant in the fMRI studies \(^{30-32}\). One potential explanation for the non-significant prefrontal result is that the effect could not be estimated as precisely because IEDs were 41% less prevalent in the prefrontal cortex than the temporoparietal areas on average. Comparing IED and fMRI results naturally raises the limitation that we needed IEDs to be present to estimate their effect.

Another notable exception to the parallel between IED results and cognitive processes is the medial temporal lobe. IEDs in the medial temporal lobe significantly predicted reduced memory performance during recall but not encoding. This finding is unexpected given evidence of memory encoding processes in the hippocampus \(^{34}\). One potential explanation is that the hippocampus is more important for consolidation after a word has been viewed \(^{35}\) and so the analysis of IEDs during the presentation windows missed the effect. Another explanation is that...
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IEDs more strongly disrupted task-related retrieval processes than encoding processes in the hippocampus. This interpretation is consistent with studies of hippocampal IEDs that showed effects on memory during maintenance and retrieval but not encoding.\textsuperscript{3,4}

Clinical and objective memory is associated with many variables.\textsuperscript{13} One consequent limitation is that we cannot estimate the clinical effect of our findings, although statistically significant, without accounting for the many other factors. We anticipated large effect sizes, odds ratios between 0.5 and 0.7, based on the existing literature\textsuperscript{3} but observed milder effects, odds ratios around 0.8 to 0.9. Although lower odds ratios were observed for IEDs during recall, these ratios cannot be compared with the others because the numbers of surrogate windows and recall events were approximately balanced,\textsuperscript{9} creating an artificial starting ratio of 0.81 recall to surrogate windows on average. Furthermore, the antagonistic interaction of IEDs in the encoding and recall periods supports the possibility that other factors, such as antiepileptic drugs, could reduce the impact of IEDs by impairing memory themselves. Consequently, the results of this study may not generalize well beyond refractory epilepsy patients in a perioperative setting, and the clinical relevance of IEDs to memory remains uncertain.

In exchange for the advantage of consistent and deterministic behavior, automated IED detection introduced some limitations. Specifically, it was not possible to account for different IED types. Existing evidence suggests that the slow-wave component of IEDs may be more relevant to cognitive disruption than the spike.\textsuperscript{36} Our automated detector did not distinguish between the two, so the present results leave the possibility open that either or both components could have contributed to the observed impairment. High frequency oscillations (HFO) are another epileptiform signal that could be informative in future studies.
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Differing IED frequencies across brain regions and subjects has been cited before as a limiting factor. The greater number of subjects available (80) than in previous studies helped to alleviate this problem and obtain good brain coverage despite variable, clinically-determined electrode placements. The multiple regression approach and random effects by subject were chosen to further address variability. The same subset of subjects contributed to all brain areas in the spatial analysis. However, overall, some areas had more electrodes or IEDs than others, which could lead to unequal likelihood of type II errors between the areas studied. Additionally, it is possible that the finding that IEDs impaired memory more significantly in the seizure onset zone than outside it is due to overlap between epileptogenic areas and areas important for memory such as the temporal lobe, which contained 68% of the electrodes marked epileptogenic. The finding regarding epileptogenic areas is difficult to interpret and has not been identified in other studies.

Matsumoto et al. posed an alternative interpretation of the relationship between IEDs and task performance. In a visual recognition memory task, they showed IED rates to decrease relative to baseline during correct encoding trials, but not incorrect trials. They take this as evidence that the mental processes active during successful visual memory encoding suppress IEDs. This interpretation could also apply to our results for free recall. We found decreased recall performance with IEDs, which corresponds to decreased IED rates during successful memory encoding and retrieval. With either interpretation our findings map the memory network involved. Nevertheless, the question of causality warrants further investigation with tasks designed to distinguish between the explanations. IEDs have been found to occur more frequently during periods of drowsiness or inattention, so a third possible explanation is that a
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drowsiness reduced memory and increased IEDs, thereby creating the association observed.

Ultimately, the goal is to better understand memory impairment in epilepsy and inform strategies for developing treatments. One fundamental limitation of the current analysis is that it cannot prove causality, i.e. whether the IEDs disrupt cognition or are simply electrophysiological indicators of some underlying mechanism. This limitation also allows for the alternative explanations of the effect discussed in the last paragraph. Induced models of IEDs in rats without seizures are one approach to begin decoupling the effects of IEDs from other features of epilepsy.\textsuperscript{38} A potential approach for humans would be to use electrical brain stimulation to modulate IEDs. Work has been done which suggests that some stimulation protocols can reduce IEDs\textsuperscript{39} and some can improve memory in epilepsy patients.\textsuperscript{40} It would be valuable to determine whether a memory effect is mediated by suppression of IEDs.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1: Study Design. (A) Depiction of the four main parts of a trial. First, subjects rested as a timer counted down ten seconds. Second, subjects studied a series of 12 words, which were presented for 1.6 seconds each with an inter-stimulus interval of 0.8 to 1.2 seconds. Third, subjects solved math problems as a distractor for at least 20 seconds. Finally, subjects had 30 seconds to speak any words they recalled from the list while audio was recorded and
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synchronized to the intracranial EEG recordings. (B) Example intracranial recordings with an IED detection highlighted in red.

Figure 2: **Influence of Task Period and Hemisphere.** IED rates during the four task periods were evaluated as predictors of word recall with a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM). Plot (A) shows the effect size for each predictor with 95% confidence intervals. A GLMM was also used to compare the effects of IED rates depending on hemisphere for encoding and recall (B). Contrasts were evaluated with Wald F-tests. Interaction terms are not shown.

* P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001

Figure 3: **Spatial Patterns in the Effect of IEDs.** A map of electrodes aggregated across subjects in a common Talairach coordinate system (A). Brain areas in which IEDs predicted impaired memory with the false discovery rate controlled at 0.05 are colored red for encoding (B) and recall (C). Rows (B) and (C) show only those electrodes that captured one or more IEDs and were from subjects included in the generalized linear mixed models. Data from both hemispheres were pooled in order to obtain adequate sample sizes. Cortical electrodes were snapped to an average brain surface. The semi-transparent plots show medial temporal depth electrodes.
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Tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Encoding OR</th>
<th>Encoding P</th>
<th>Recall OR</th>
<th>Recall P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parietal</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.02*</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superolateral Temporal</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior Temporal</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.02*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial Temporal</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precentral</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefrontal</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: **Impact of IEDs on Memory by Brain Area.** The effects of IEDs in different brain areas on word recall estimated with one generalized linear mixed model for encoding and one for recall. Odds ratios (OR) less than one indicate reduced probability of recall with the presence of IEDs.

* Significant with the false discovery rate controlled at a level of 0.05
Study Design. (A) Depiction of the four main parts of a trial. First, subjects rested as a timer counted down ten seconds. Second, subjects studied a series of 12 words, which were presented for 1.6 seconds each with an inter-stimulus interval of 0.8 to 1.2 seconds. Third, subjects solved math problems as a distractor for at least 20 seconds. Finally, subjects had 30 seconds to speak any words they recalled from the list while audio was recorded and synchronized to the intracranial EEG recordings. (B) Example intracranial recordings with an IED detection highlighted in red.

Fig. 1
823x634mm (96 x 96 DPI)
Influence of Task Period and Hemisphere. IED rates during the four task periods were evaluated as predictors of word recall with a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM). Plot (A) shows the effect size for each predictor with 95% confidence intervals. A GLMM was also used to compare the effects of IED rates depending on hemisphere for encoding and recall (B). Contrasts were evaluated with Wald F-tests. Interaction terms are not shown.

* P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001

Fig. 2
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Spatial Patterns in the Effect of IEDs. A map of electrodes aggregated across subjects in a common Talairach coordinate system (A). Brain areas in which IEDs predicted impaired memory with the false discovery rate controlled at 0.05 are colored red for encoding (B) and recall (C). Rows (B) and (C) show only those electrodes that captured one or more IEDs and were from subjects included in the generalized linear mixed models. Data from both hemispheres were pooled in order to obtain adequate sample sizes. Cortical electrodes were snapped to an average brain surface. The semi-transparent plots show medial temporal depth electrodes.
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